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Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) is a rare genetic
disorder characterized by dramatic premature aging. Classic HGPS
is caused by a de novo point mutation in exon 11 (residue 1824,
C 3 T) of the LMNA gene, activating a cryptic splice donor and
resulting in a mutant lamin A (LA) protein termed ‘‘progerin/
LA⌬50’’ that lacks the normal cleavage site to remove a C-terminal
farnesyl group. During interphase, irreversibly farnesylated progerin/LA⌬50 anchors to the nuclear membrane and causes characteristic nuclear blebbing. Progerin/LA⌬50’s localization and behavior during mitosis, however, are completely unknown. Here, we
report that progerin/LA⌬50 mislocalizes into insoluble cytoplasmic
aggregates and membranes during mitosis and causes abnormal
chromosome segregation and binucleation. These phenotypes are
largely rescued with either farnesyltransferase inhibitors or a
farnesylation-incompetent mutant progerin/LA⌬50. Furthermore,
we demonstrate that small amounts of progerin/LA⌬50 exist in
normal fibroblasts, and a significant percentage of these progerin/
LA⌬50-expressing normal cells are binucleated, implicating progerin/LA⌬50 as causing similar mitotic defects in the normal aging
process. Our findings present evidence of mitotic abnormality in
HGPS and may shed light on the general phenomenon of aging.
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he LMNA gene encodes the A-type lamins, including lamin A
(LA), lamin C, lamin C2, and LA⌬10. LA is a major component
of the nuclear lamina, a dynamic meshwork located just under the
nuclear envelope (NE), providing essential mechanical support. In
addition, LA associates with chromatin both directly and indirectly
and has been suggested to play important roles in chromatin
organization, transcription, DNA replication, and apoptosis (1, 2).
At the NE periphery, the LA precursor undergoes a unique
posttranslational maturation process in which its CAAX motif at
the carboxyl terminus is farnesylated before the proteolytic removal
of the AAX sequence and carboxymethylation. Then the last 15
amino acids of prelamin A are cleaved off by an endoprotease called
Zmpste24/FACE1, releasing the unfarnesylated mature LA (3).
At least 12 diseases have been associated with various mutations
in the LMNA gene (collectively referred to as the ‘‘laminopathies’’)
(1, 4). Among them, Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome
(HGPS) is one of the most devastating diseases, affecting multiple
tissues in a pattern that resembles precocious aging. Children born
with HGPS typically appear normal at birth, but within a year begin
to display the effects of accelerated aging, including loss of hair,
diminished subcutaneous fat, cardiovascular disease, and skeletal
abnormalities. On average, death occurs at the age of 13 from heart
attack or stroke (5, 6). The majority of HGPS cases are associated
with a de novo nucleotide substitution at position 1824, C 3 T. This
mutation does not cause an amino acid change (G608G), but
partially activates a cryptic splice donor site and leads to the
in-frame deletion of 150 bp within the prelamin A mRNA (7, 8).
This truncated prelamin A mRNA is then translated into a protein
recently named progerin/LA⌬50 (7). The Zmpste24/FACE1 cleavage site is missing in progerin/LA⌬50 because of the internal 50-aa
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deletion, so that progerin/LA⌬50 retains the C-terminal farnesylation (9, 10).
At the cellular level, HGPS is associated with significant changes
in the interphase nucleus, including blebbing of the NE, thickening
of the nuclear lamina, loss of peripheral heterochromatin, and
clustering of nuclear pores (11). Transcriptional misregulation has
also been reported in HGPS fibroblasts (12, 13). These alterations
in interphase nuclear structure have been correlated with the
progressive accumulation of the progerin/LA⌬50 protein in HGPS
cells (11). Treating HGPS fibroblast cells with farnesyltransferase
inhibitors (FTIs) leads to partial relocalization of progerin/LA⌬50
away from the NE and a reduction in interphase nuclear morphological abnormalities (9, 14). A recent study (15) has determined
that progerin/LA⌬50 is also present in small amounts in cells from
normal individuals, suggesting that similar mechanisms might also
be active in the normal aging process.
To date, research on the biology of HGPS has been focused
primarily on studying the nuclear abnormalities in interphase.
Neither the localization of progerin/LA⌬50 during mitosis nor the
possible mitotic defects caused by progerin/LA⌬50 accumulation
have been previously addressed to our knowledge. In this study, we
have examined the mitotic localization of progerin/LA⌬50 in both
transfected HeLa cells and fibroblasts derived from HGPS patients.
Our results demonstrate that progerin/LA⌬50 mislocalizes into
insoluble cytoplasmic aggregates and membranes during mitosis
and leads to chromosome missegregation and binucleation. In
addition, we show that these phenotypes are largely rescued with
either FTIs or a farnesylation-incompetent mutant progerin/
LA⌬50. Furthermore, we demonstrate that small amounts of
progerin/LA⌬50 exist in normal fibroblasts, and a significant percentage of these progerin/LA⌬50-expressing normal cells are
binucleated, implicating progerin/LA⌬50 as causing similar mitotic
defects in the normal aging process.
Results and Discussion
To localize progerin/LA⌬50 in mitosis, we first examined the
mitotic localization of progerin/LA⌬50 tagged with GFP at its N
terminus. HeLa cells were transfected with either GFP-progerin/
LA⌬50 or control GFP-LA and visualized 48 h later. In contrast to
the uniform diffuse signal of GFP-LA at metaphase, GFP-progerin/
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Fig. 1. Mitotic defects in GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-transfected cells (progerin/
LA⌬50 is referred to as progerin in all figures). (a) Live cell images of GFP-LAand GFP-progerin-transfected mitotic cells. (b) Immunofluorescence on GFPLA- or GFP-progerin-transfected mitotic cells, using an anti-emerin antibody.
(c) DAPI staining showing a lagging chromosome (red arrow) in a GFPprogerin-transfected anaphase cell. (d) Quantification of abnormal chromosome segregation in GFP-LA- or GFP-progerin-transfected cells. (e) Quantification of GFP-LA- or GFP-progerin-transfected cells in early (from
prometaphase to metaphase) or late (from anaphase to telophase) mitosis. A
significant increase of cells in late mitosis was observed when GFP-progerin
was transfected. (Scale bars: 20 m.)

ciated with membrane-like network structures (Fig. 1a). Observations made by confocal microscopy suggested that these
cytoplasmic aggregates were distributed throughout the mitotic
cytoplasm (data not shown). Immunofluorescence studies showed
that GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 colocalized with emerin, an established
membrane vesicle marker during mitosis (16, 17) (Fig. 1b), confirming the association of progerin with membranes in mitosis.
Interestingly, in the GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-expressing mitotic cells,
the membrane network appeared more integrated (polymerized),
indicating that progerin/LA⌬50 interferes with normal membrane
morphogenesis during mitosis. Importantly, DAPI staining revealed that the expression of GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 resulted in a
significant increase in lagging chromosomes at anaphase as com4950 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0611640104

pared with control cells expressing GFP-LA (Fig. 1 c and d),
suggesting that the abnormal localization of progerin/LA⌬50 leads
to chromosome segregation defects during mitosis. Notably, similar
anaphase chromosome segregation defects have been reported in
Caenorhabditis elegans when the expression of lamin was downregulated by RNAi (18). Furthermore, FACS analysis revealed an
increase of G2-M index in HeLa cells expressing GFP-progerin/
LA⌬50 in comparison to those expressing control GFP-LA [supporting information (SI) Fig. 6], suggesting a delay in mitotic
progression in GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-expressing cells. Consistent
with the FACS analysis, quantification revealed that the time cells
spent in late mitosis (from anaphase to telophase) was significantly
longer in GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-transfected cells than that in control GFP-LA-transfected cells (6% versus 2%, respectively),
whereas the time that GFP-progerin/LA⌬50- or GFP-LAtransfected cells spent in early mitosis (from prometaphase to
metaphase) is comparable (Fig. 1e). This delay suggests GFPprogerin/LA⌬50-expressing cells have difficulties in resolving the
lagging chromosomes between two daughter cells in late mitosis.
Because the abnormal localization of progerin/LA⌬50 during
mitosis may affect its mobility, we next used both fluorescence loss
in photobleaching (FLIP) and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to measure the dynamic behavior of GFPprogerin/LA⌬50 during mitosis. Experiments were carried out in
HeLa cells 48 h after transfection with either GFP-LA or GFPprogerin/LA⌬50. In FLIP, we found that the overall GFP fluorescence intensity dropped significantly faster in control GFP-LAtransfected cells than in GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-transfected cells in
early mitosis (Fig. 2 a and b). Previous studies have shown that LA
is normally in a free unpolymerized state during mitosis (19), but
the FLIP data suggests that GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 is in a nondiffusible state, consistent with the microscopic observation (Fig. 1 a
and b) that a significant fraction of progerin/LA⌬50 is either
membrane-associated or in aggregates during mitosis. Using
FRAP, we found that in control GFP-LA-expressing mitotic cells,
the half-time (t1/2) of LA recovery is 1.5–2.5 s (Fig. 2 c and d), similar
to a previous report (20). However, the t1/2 for the membraneassociated GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 recovery was increased to 5–7 s
(referred to as progerin-M in Fig. 2c), with 20% remaining immobile. Furthermore, the GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 in the insoluble cytoplasmic aggregates had a much slower recovery (t1/2 ⬎10 s) than
the membrane-associated GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 in mitotic HeLa
cells (referred to as progerin-A in Fig. 2c), with an increase of the
immobile fraction to ⬇50%. Thus, progerin/LA⌬50 associates with
membranes and forms insoluble aggregates in mitosis. The abnormal localization of progerin/LA⌬50 affects its mobility and causes
subsequent chromosome segregation defects and mitotic delay.
Previous studies have suggested that retention of the farnesylated
C terminus causes progerin/LA⌬50 to become permanently anchored in the NE during interphase, resulting in the characteristic
nuclear blebbing in HGPS (9, 11). We hypothesized here that
during mitosis, C-terminal farnesylation promotes the abnormal
association of progerin/LA⌬50 with cytoplasmic membrane vesicles, and therefore that blocking the farnesylation of progerin/
LA⌬50 would restore its normal localization and motility during
mitosis. To test this idea, we first used GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-SSIM,
which cannot be farnesylated because the cysteine residue of the
C-terminal CSIM motif was mutated to serine. This construct was
transfected into HeLa cells and imaged after 48 h. As controls, we
also transfected wt GFP-LA, GFP-progerin/LA⌬50, or GFP-LASSIM into HeLa cells. As predicted, GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-SSIM
was not aggregated, but instead diffusely located throughout the
cytoplasm (Fig. 3a), with a signal indistinguishable from that of
GFP-LA or GFP-LA-SSIM (Fig. 1a and data not shown). In
addition, no progerin/LA⌬50-induced membrane polymerization
was observed in the GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-SSIM expressing mitotic
cells (Fig. 3a). FRAP and FLIP analyses further confirmed that
Cao et al.

progerin/LA⌬50-SSIM was in an unpolymerized free state during
mitosis, with its mobility very similar to that of GFP-LA (Fig. 3b).
Next, we explored the effect of treating GFP-progerin/LA⌬50transfected HeLa cells with a clinical candidate FTI (lonafarnib/
SCH66336). Cells were treated with two daily doses of 2.0 M FTI
(one dose at the time of transfection and the other dose 24 h later)
and were analyzed 48 h after transfection. We found that the FTI
treatment led to significant solubilization of progerin/LA⌬50 from

membranes, leading to a mostly homogenous and diffuse signal of
GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 in the mitotic cytoplasm, although some
aggregates remained (Fig. 3c). Quantification revealed that ⬇20%
of FTI-treated GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-transfected mitotic cells
showed no cytoplasmic aggregates, compared with ⬍3% in the
DMSO-treated cells (data not shown). Consistent with this finding,
the FLIP analysis of these cells demonstrated that FTI treatment
significantly restored the mobility of GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 (Fig.

Fig. 3. Retention of farnesylated C terminus
causes the abnormal localization and dynamic
behavior of GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 during mitosis. (a) Live cell images of GFP-progerin- and
GFP-progerin-SSIM-transfected mitotic cells.
Two examples are shown for each type. (b) Kinetics of overall FLIP (Left) and FRAP (Right) in
GFP-LA-, GFP-progerin-, and GFP-progerinSSIM-transfected mitotic cells. (c) Live cell images of GFP-LA- or GFP-progerin-transfected
mitotic cells after mock (DMSO) or FTI (2.0 M
lonafarnib) treatment for 48 h. (d) Kinetics of
overall FLIP in the mitotic cells in c. Values in b
and d represent means from at least five different cells. (Scale bars: 20 m.)
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Fig. 2. Abnormal dynamic behavior of GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 during mitosis. (a and b) FLIP analysis. (a) Selected images of GFP-LA- or GFP-progerin/LA⌬50transfected mitotic cells during FLIP of the indicated area (yellow square). (b) Kinetics of overall FLIP (white circled area) in GFP-LA- or GFP-progerin/LA⌬50transfected mitotic cells. (c and d) FRAP analysis. (c) Selected images of the GFP-progerin/LA⌬50- or GFP-LA-transfected mitotic cells during FRAP of the indicated
area in the cytoplasm (as indicated by white arrows). Progerin-M, membrane-associated progerin/LA⌬50; progerin-A, aggregated progerin/LA⌬50 (bright dots).
(d) GFP-LA or GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 FRAP kinetics in transfected mitotic cells. Values in b and d represent means from at least six different cells. Photographs were
taken at ⫻60 magnification.

Fig. 4. Mitotic defects in HGPS fibroblast cells. (a) Immunofluorescence on primary dermal fibroblasts from a normal father (HGADFN168) and a child with classic
HGPS (HGADFN167) with anti-LA/lamin C or anti-progerin, respectively (red). The same cells were also counterstained with anti-␣-tubulin (green) and DAPI for
DNA (blue). (b) An example showing that anti-progerin antibody sometimes labeled large membrane-like aggregates in HGPS mitotic cells. (c) Double
immunodetection with anti-progerin (green) and anti-LA/lamin C (red) antibodies on mitotic fibroblasts from a normal father (HGADFN168) and a child with
classic HGPS (HGADFN167), showing delay of reassembly of progerin/LA⌬50 to the NE in late mitosis. (d) A representative image and quantification of abnormal
chromosome segregation in HGPS and normal fibroblasts. Arrowhead points to a lagging chromosome. (e) Images and quantification of binucleation in the HGPS
fibroblasts. Arrows point to a binucleated cell. (Scale bars: 20 m.)

3d). Thus, the abnormal localization and motility of progerin/
LA⌬50 during mitosis is apparently attributed to its retention of
C-terminal farnesylation.
To further investigate the mitotic phenotype caused by progerin/
LA⌬50, we examined primary dermal fibroblast cells from individuals with classic HGPS. Cultured fibroblasts from three HGPS
patients and one unaffected parent were tested. Because all of the
HGPS primary cells demonstrated similar results, here we show
only the results from two cell lines: HGADFN167 (HGPS) and
HGADFN168 (normal). To detect progerin/LA⌬50 in mitosis, we
first carried out double immunofluorescence staining with a newly
developed anti-progerin/LA⌬50 specific antibody (21) (antiprogerin) and an anti-␣-tubulin antibody in mitotic HGPS fibroblast cells. In the control fibroblast cell line, we immunostained with
an anti-LA/lamin C antibody MAB3211 and the same anti-␣tubulin antibody. In most of the mitotic HGPS fibroblasts, we
observed that progerin/LA⌬50 was localized as numerous punctate
dots throughout the cytoplasm at metaphase (Fig. 4a), while the
staining of LA/lamin C in the control normal fibroblasts appeared
diffuse and homogeneous (Fig. 4a), which is consistent with a
previous report (20). In fewer cases (⬍5%), the anti-progerin
antibody labeled large membrane-like aggregates in HGPS mitotic
cells (Fig. 4b), resembling those observed in GFP-progerin/LA⌬50transfected HeLa cells (Figs. 1a and 3a). Based on the intensity of
the fluorescence labeling by anti-progerin, we speculate that these
HGPS mitotic cells have accumulated more progerin/LA⌬50. Next,
to compare the localization of progerin/LA⌬50 with wt LA simul4952 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0611640104

taneously, we costained the HGPS and control normal fibroblast
cells with anti-LA/lamin C antibody MAB3211 and anti-progerin,
and followed progerin/LA⌬50 and LA/lamin C throughout mitosis.
The epitope recognized by MAB3211 is also present in progerin/
LA⌬50, so MAB3211 labels both LA/lamin C and progerin/LA⌬50
in HGPS cells, but quantitatively we expect the majority of the
signal with this monoclonal antibody to arise from LA and lamin C,
as progerin/LA⌬50 is synthesized at lower levels (7, 11, 22). We
found that the signal of MAB3211 overlapped extensively with that
of anti-progerin in HGPS cells from the onset of mitosis to
metaphase (data not shown). However, interestingly, immunofluorescence analysis revealed that there is a delay in the recruitment
of progerin/LA⌬50 to the NE in late mitosis compared with wt
LA/lamin C in normal cells at similar mitotic stages (Fig. 4c).
Specifically, when ⬎90% of LA had accumulated around the
segregated chromosomes in normal cells at anaphase B, ⬇40% of
progerin/LA⌬50 remained in the cytoplasm (as judged by the
fluorescence intensity of the anti-progerin staining) (Fig. 4c). At
telophase, when almost 100% of LA was localized in the newly
reassembled nucleus in normal control cells, ⬇10% of progerin/
LA⌬50 still remained in the cytoplasm of the HGPS fibroblasts.
These observations suggest that the membrane vesicle-associated
progerin/LA⌬50 is reassembled to the NE at a slower rate than wt
LA in late mitosis.
Because transfected GFP-progerin/LA⌬50 induced chromosome
mis-segregation in mitotic HeLa cells, we asked whether the
endogenous progerin/LA⌬50 in HGPS fibroblasts could disrupt
Cao et al.

chromosome segregation in a similar manner. Indeed, DAPI
staining revealed an increased percentage of lagging chromosomes
in HGPS anaphase cells (Fig. 4d; ⬇30% in HGPS fibroblasts versus
⬍5% in normal fibroblasts). In addition, quantification revealed
that there was an increase in binucleated cells in HGPS fibroblasts
to 2–5%, in comparison to ⬍0.5% in control fibroblasts (Fig. 4e).
Consistent with our observations here, a previous report (12) has
shown an increase of polyploid (8N) cells in HGPS fibroblasts. We
suggest that the binucleation observed in HGPS is caused by the
failure of resolving the lagging chromosomes during cytokinesis.
We also found that the percentage of binucleated HGPS cells
increased with passage number, possibly caused by the accumulation of more progerin/LA⌬50 in older HGPS cells.
A recent study (15) provided evidence of the presence of a very
small amount of the progerin/LA⌬50 transcript in normal cells,
implying that the cryptic splice site in exon 11 can be used even in
the presence of the normal sequence. Using anti-progerin/LA⌬50
antibody, we performed immunofluorescence to directly visualize
progerin/LA⌬50 in normal human fibroblast cells. A total of four
unaffected fibroblast cell lines were tested in our initial studies.
Because they all behaved similarly, only the images from one
normal fibroblast line are shown here. While the anti-progerin/
LA⌬50 antibody showed virtually no signal in the vast majority of
the normal cells as described (21), it brightly labeled a very small
subpopulation of the normal nuclei (examples are shown in Fig. 5a
and SI Fig. 7). Consistent with the immunofluorescence study,
Western blotting analysis with this antibody detected a weak but
definitive band in whole-cell lysates from normal cells (data not
Cao et al.

shown). Based on these observations, we conclude that there is a
small amount of progerin/LA⌬50 present in normal fibroblasts, but
that it is not uniformly distributed.
Next, we determined the abnormalities in these progerin/LA⌬50expressing normal cells. Because of the small percentage of mitotic
cells in primary fibroblasts, we did not detect any normal mitotic
cells expressing progerin/LA⌬50. In the normal interphase cells, the
anti-progerin antibody primarily labeled two types of nuclei:
binucleated nuclei or giant nuclei (defined as a nucleus whose
diameter is at least twice the length of the diameter in an average
cell) (Fig. 5a). In addition, this antibody generated some diffuse
staining around the hypercondensed nuclei in a few apoptotic cells
(Fig. 5a). Interestingly, in the binucleated progerin/LA⌬50-positive
normal cells, the unresolved chromosome bridges between two
daughter nuclei were frequently detected (as shown in the high
magnification image in Fig. 5a; further examples are in SI Fig. 7),
indicating abnormal chromosome segregation had occurred in prior
mitosis. Furthermore, as suggested by a previous study (23), the
giant nuclei in progerin/LA⌬50-expressing cells are likely to be
polyploidy based on their total DAPI staining intensity, which also
implicates aberrant mitosis. These results suggest that progerin/
LA⌬50 may contribute to the normal aging process by inducing
similar mitotic defects as those seen in HGPS cells. Importantly,
quantification of two independent normal fibroblast lines demonstrated that the percentages of progerin/LA⌬50-positive normal
cells, including both the binucleated and the giant cells, increased
with passage number (Fig. 5b), further supporting a correlation
between progerin/LA⌬50-induced mitotic abnormalities and norPNAS 兩 March 20, 2007 兩 vol. 104 兩 no. 12 兩 4953
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Fig. 5. Expression of progerin/LA⌬50 in normal human fibroblasts. (a) Immunofluorescence of fibroblasts from an unaffected individual (HGADFN168), using
anti-LA/lamin C (red) and anti-progerin (green). DNA is counterstained in blue with DAPI. Arrows indicate the progerin/LA⌬50-expressing normal cells. (Scale
bar: 20 m.) (b) Quantification of progerin/LA⌬50-positive normal cells in two independent normal fibroblast cell lines at various passages (HGADFN168 at
passages 12, 19, and 26; HGADFN090 at passages 10, 24, and 30).

mal aging. The bimodal distribution of progerin/LA⌬50 expression
in normal fibroblasts is curious and suggests the presence of some
sort of irreversible switch in late-passage cells, activating the cryptic
splice site in exon 11 and initiating a series of events that lead to
mitotic defects and ultimate senescence.
In summary, our studies demonstrate the abnormal membrane
association and dynamic behavior of progerin/LA⌬50 during mitosis, which lead to aberrant chromosome segregation in both
HGPS and normal cells. These observations further implicate
progerin/LA⌬50 in the normal aging process, suggesting that the
same molecular mechanisms responsible for the mitotic defects in
HGPS may also act at a low level in normal cells at higher passage.
Taken together with results of previous studies, these data add
increasing confidence to the long-held assumption that the study of
genetic forms of premature aging can shed important light on the
normal process of aging.

either with 4% formaldehyde/PBS for 20 min at room temperature
followed by a 5-min treatment with 0.5% Triton X-100/PBS or with
methanol/acetone (1:1) at ⫺20°C as described (21). The fixed cells
were rinsed with PBS and blocked with 10% horse serum and 4%
BSA in PBS for 30 min. Cells were then incubated for 1 h with the
primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution. These antibodies
included a rabbit antibody against progerin/LA⌬50 kindly provided
by K. Djabali (Columbia University), a rabbit anti-emerin (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA), a mouse anti-LA/lamin C (Chemicon, Temecula,
CA), and a mouse anti-␣-tubulin (Abcam). The secondary antibodies were Alexa 488- or 594-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit or
donkey anti-mouse IgG antibodies (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad,
CA). All samples were also counterstained with DAPI (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Cells were observed with a
LSM510 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) or an
Axioplan fluorescence microscope (Zeiss).

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. HeLa cells were cultured in DMEM (Invitrogen/
GIBCO, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C.
Primary human dermal fibroblasts were cultured in MEM (Invitrogen/GIBCO) supplemented with 15% FBS (Invitrogen) and 2 mM
L-glutamine. The primary fibroblast cell lines used in our studies
were: AG01972 (HGPS), AG06299 (normal), AG03258 (normal),
and AG03257 (normal) ordered from Coriell Cell Repositories
(Camden, NJ); and HGADFN167 (HGPS), HGADFN003
(HGPS), HGADFN168 (normal), and HGADFN090 (normal)
from the Progeria Research Foundation (Peabody, MA). For
consistency, all results in this article correspond to fibroblasts from
HGADFN167 (HGPS) and HGADFN168 (normal) unless otherwise indicated.

Microscopy of FRAP and FLIP. HeLa cells were plated and transfected

Plasmids and Cell Transfection. The pEGFP-myc-LA construct (re-

ferred to here as GFP-LA), the LA⌬150 construct (referred to here
as GFP-progerin/LA⌬50), GFP-progerin/LA⌬50-SSIM, and GFPLA-SSIM were described in ref. 9. HeLa cells were plated at
⬇50,000 cells per chamber in two-chamber slides (Nunc, Rochester,
NY). After 24 h, these cells were transiently transfected with 0.5 g
of each construct by using FuGENE 6 (Roche, Indianapolis, IN).
After 48 h, these cells were either directly visualized under the
microscope or fixed for further immunofluorescence studies.

on Lab-Tek cover glass bottom chambers (Nalge, Rochester, NY)
and analyzed 48 h after transfection. FRAP and FLIP experiments
were performed on an inverted confocal microscope (LSM 510;
Zeiss) using the 488-nm laser. In FRAP experiments, cells were
scanned four times, followed by a single bleach of a small region of
interest (ROI) at full laser power for 200 ms. Single section images
were then collected at 0.4-s intervals for up to 1 min. In FLIP
experiments, selected areas (11 ⫻ 11 pixels) were repetitively
bleached at intervals of 0.4 s with each bleaching of 200 ms at full
laser power. After each bleaching round, the loss of fluorescence
intensity was measured in the bleached area and the whole cytoplasm. To determine the relative fluorescence intensity of the
ROIs, the fluorescence intensity in the region at each time point was
normalized as described (24).
FTI Treatment. HeLa cells were treated with one daily dose of 2.0

M selective lonafarnib (SCH66336; Schering–Plough, Kenilworth,
NJ) for 2 days, at 0 and 24 h after transfection, and analyzed at 48 h
after transfection.

GFP Localization and Immunofluorescence Study. HeLa cells and
primary fibroblasts grown on chamber slides (Nunc) were fixed
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